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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. James M. Gorenz, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563.3

Q. By whom are you employed?4

A. Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas”).5

Q. Are you the same James M. Gorenz who submitted Direct Testimony on Reopening 6

on behalf of Nicor Gas, dated April 13, 2007, in these Dockets?7

A. Yes.8

Q. Has there been a change in the positions you hold with Nicor Gas since you 9

submitted your Direct Testimony on Reopening?10

A. Yes.  I continue to serve as Assistant Controller, as I have since 2005.  I now also serve 11

as an Assistant Vice President, to which position I was promoted in March 2009.12

Q. What are your present job responsibilities?13

A. My duties as Assistant Vice President and Assistant Controller consist of overseeing and 14

directing staff engaged in the accounting activities of Nicor Gas and its parent company, 15

Nicor Inc.  I am responsible for ensuring compliance with Generally Accepted 16

Accounting Principles, Securities and Exchange Commission requirements, and public 17

utility regulatory accounting requirements.  The departments directly under my 18

supervision are Gas Supply Accounting, Plant Accounting, General Accounting, 19

Financial Reporting, Intercompany Billing, Business Systems Support, and Accounting 20

Internal Controls.21
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Q. Are there any attachments to your testimony?22

A. Yes.  I have attached hereto a table as Nicor Gas Ex. 3.1.23

II. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY24

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony on reopening in this proceeding?25

A. The primary purpose of my rebuttal testimony on reopening is to respond to certain direct 26

testimony on reopening of Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) Staff 27

(“Staff”) witnesses Steven R. Knepler (Staff Exhibit (“Ex.”) 4.0), Richard J. Zuraski 28

(Staff Ex. 1.0), and Mary H. Everson (Staff Ex. 3.0), on the subject of Mr. Knepler’s 29

proposal to reduce for the period 1999-2002, by an aggregate amount of $18,667,265 30

(before interest), Nicor Gas’ recovery of costs included in its purchased gas adjustment 31

(“PGA”) clause, Rider 6, Gas Supply Cost (“Rider 6”), based on Nicor Gas’ former 2% 32

“withdrawal factor” included in its calculation of cost of gas in that period.  Mr. Knepler 33

is the sole Staff witness who testifies in support of the grounds for his proposal.  34

Mr. Zuraski presents the calculations for each of 1999 through 2002 that result in the 35

$18,667,265 figure.  Ms. Everson presents the roll-up of her and the other Staff 36

witnesses’ various proposals, including her incorporation of Mr. Zuraski’s figures on this 37

subject and her calculation of interest on those figures.  Accordingly, my testimony 38

responds directly to that of Mr. Knepler, and indirectly to that of Mr. Zuraski and 39

Ms. Everson, on this subject.40

I also respond to an audit proposal of Mr. Knepler and a “carrying costs” proposal 41

of Mr. Zuraski.42
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Finally, in light of the Staff and intervenor proposals in their Direct Testimony on 43

Reopening relating to gas supply costs, I demonstrate that Nicor Gas was Illinois’ lowest 44

cost or among Illinois’ lowest cost providers of natural gas during 1998 to 2002.45

Q. What was the 2% “withdrawal factor”?46

A. I sometimes use the term “maintenance gas”, and others sometimes have used the term 47

“storage gas losses”, as shorthand for the gas that is within the scope of the 2% 48

withdrawal factor.  For a more detailed answer, Mr. Knepler has correctly quoted an 49

excerpt from Nicor Gas’ summary response to Staff data requests ENG-1.1 through 50

ENG-1.6 (not served in connection with any particular Docket) which describes the 2% 51

“withdrawal factor” as follows:52

This adjustment of 2% volume is comprised of both (1) un-metered 53
gas used in the storage process of injecting, withdrawing, and 54
operating storage reservoirs and (2) replenishment of gas volumes 55
that have become non-effective in contributing to the performance 56
of the storage reservoir.  These storage processes include, but are 57
not limited to:58

 Well head catalytic heating59
 Compressor blowdowns60
 Well logging61
 Tie-ins62
 Process control operation63

(Knepler Dir. Reopen., Staff Ex. 4.0, 4:55-67).64

The 2% figure was applied to the volume of metered gas withdrawn by Nicor Gas 65

from storage for customers.  In my testimony, when I refer to “maintenance gas”, I am 66

using that term as shorthand for the gas that falls within the 2% withdrawal factor.67
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Q. Please summarize your response to Mr. Knepler’s 2% withdrawal factor proposal.68

A. Mr. Knepler’s proposal is inappropriate and unfair.  First, it would make a one-sided 69

retroactive disallowance of $18,667,265 of costs (plus interest)1 on the grounds that they 70

should have been recovered through base rates instead of Rider 6.  In addition, the 71

proposal has no substantive relationship with Nicor Gas’ former Gas Cost Performance 72

Program (“GCPP” or “Program”), which was in effect, as its Rider 4, in 2000, 2001, and 73

2002.74

From the initial development of the storage fields in the 1960’s through the 75

compliance tariffs filed as a result of Nicor Gas’ 2004 rate case, ICC Docket No. 04-0779 76

(Order Sept. 20, 2005) (“Nicor 2004 Order”)2, Nicor Gas included the costs that are 77

reflected in the 2% withdrawal factor (the cost of maintenance gas) in its calculation of 78

cost of gas to be recovered through Rider 6.  During that period, Nicor Gas did not 79

recover those costs through its base rates or any tariff other than Rider 6.  Apart from the 80

instant consolidated Dockets, the inclusion of the factor in the calculation of cost of gas 81

to be recovered through Rider 6 first became a contested issue in Nicor Gas’ 2004 rate 82

case.  In the 2004 rate case, the Commission ultimately determined that, as Staff there 83

proposed, the costs should not be recovered through Rider 6 but rather recovered as a 84

current period cost through the inclusion of a fixed amount, $9,972,000, for this cost in 85

the revenue requirement approved for use in calculating base rates.  Nicor 2004 Order, 86

pp. 39-40, and App. A, p. 2, col. (f).  The Commission ordered Nicor Gas to “cease its 87

current practice of recovering storage gas losses through Rider 6”. Id., p. 40.  Most 88

                                                
1  For the amount, see Zuraski Dir. Reopen, Staff Ex. 1.0 Conf., Attachment 1, lines J and K.

2  In Docket No. 04-0779, there were further proceedings culminating in an Order on Rehearing dated 
March 28, 2006, but the scope of the additional proceedings did not include this subject. 
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importantly, however, the Commission did not order any retroactive changes in amounts 89

recovered through Rider 6.90

Mr. Knepler’s proposal improperly seeks to reach back in time (and to re-litigate) 91

to exclude the cost of maintenance gas from recovery under Rider 6, while not factoring 92

in any offsetting recovery that would and should have occurred under base rates if the 93

costs were excluded from Rider 6.  Mr. Knepler’s proposal seeks to make a retroactive 94

change that the Commission did not order in the Nicor 2004 Order and without reflecting 95

the necessary offset for an increase in base rates that the Commission did order.  That is 96

unreasonable and unfair.97

Mr. Knepler’s proposal, moreover, has no substantive relationship to the GCPP, 98

which was implemented in Rider 4. Nicor Gas’ inclusion of the 2% withdrawal factor in 99

its calculation of cost of gas to be recovered through Rider 6 began in the 1960’s, and 100

continued without change through September 2005, when Nicor Gas revised its tariffs in 101

order to comply with the Nicor 2004 Order.  There was no change in the practice of 102

including the cost of maintenance gas in Rider 6 because of the GCPP or Rider 4, 103

whether before, during, or after the GCPP.104

Q. Please summarize your response to Mr. Knepler’s audit proposal.105

A. Nicor Gas does not believe that any additional audits, beyond those already performed,106

are necessary with respect to its natural gas activities.107
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Q. Please summarize your response to Mr. Zuraski’s “carrying costs” proposal.108

A. The proposal is incorrect because it overlooks later developments and should not be 109

adopted.110

III. DISCUSSION111

A. The 2% Withdrawal Factor112

Q. During what period did Nicor Gas include the 2% withdrawal factor (the cost of 113

maintenance gas) in its cost of gas recovered under Rider 6?114

A. As I indicated above, Nicor Gas included the 2% withdrawal factor in its calculation of 115

cost of gas to be recovered through Rider 6, without any change, from the 1960’s through 116

September 2005, when Nicor Gas revised its tariffs in order to comply with the Nicor 117

2004 Order.118

Q. What did the Commission direct in the Nicor 2004 Order?119

A. As I noted earlier, apart from the instant consolidated Dockets, the issue of inclusion of 120

the 2% factor in the calculation of cost of gas under Rider 6 was first contested in Nicor 121

Gas’ 2004 rate case. In the 2004 rate case, the Commission ultimately determined that 122

the costs should not be recovered through Rider 6 but rather recovered as a current period 123

cost through the inclusion of a fixed amount, $9,972,000 annually, for this cost in the 124

revenue requirement approved for use in calculating base rates.  Nicor 2004 Order, 125

pp. 39-40, and App. A, p. 2, col. (f).  See also Staff’s Initial Brief in that Docket, p. 38, 126

and App. A, Sch. 1, ln. 8, col. (c), and Sch. 2, p. 1, col (f) (agreeing that $9,972,000 was 127

the correct amount to add to base rates for this cost).  Again, the Commission ordered 128

Nicor Gas to “cease its current practice of recovering storage gas losses through Rider 6”.129
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Id., p. 40. The Commission did not order any retroactive changes in amounts recovered 130

through Rider 6.  Mr. Knepler’s testimony also cites and quotes page 40 of that Order.  131

(Knepler Dir. Reopen., Staff Ex. 4.0, 12:205-16).132

Q. Did the manner in which Nicor Gas calculated the amount of maintenance gas 133

change at any point from the 1960’s on before it was ordered by the Commission in 134

its 2004 rate case to move from recovery of this cost in Rider 6 to recovery of this 135

cost in base rates?136

A. No.  Nicor Gas consistently used a 2% withdrawal factor applied to the volume of 137

metered gas withdrawn by Nicor Gas from storage for customers.  The factor was applied 138

to the applicable price of gas for any given period.139

Q. Did the manner in which Nicor Gas recovered the cost of maintenance gas change at 140

any point from the 1960’s on before it was ordered by the Commission in its 2004 141

rate case to move from recovery of this cost in Rider 6 to recovery of this cost in 142

base rates?143

A. No.144

Q. Was there any change in the manner in which the cost of maintenance gas was 145

calculated or recovered because of the GCPP or Rider 4?146

A. No.147

Q. Did the calculation or means of recovery of the cost of maintenance gas affect in any 148

way the operation or results of the GCPP or Rider 4?149

A. No.150
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Q. Mr. Knepler refers to Nicor Gas’ 1995 rate case (ICC Docket No. 95-0219, Order 151

(Apr. 3, 1996)), indicating that Nicor Gas reclassified certain top gas (working gas) 152

and recoverable cushion (base) gas to non-recoverable cushion (base) gas and 153

recovered the related costs through base rates.  (Knepler Dir. Reopen., Staff Ex. 4.0, 154

9:154-62).  Did that reclassification involve any determination or change relating to 155

the means of recovery of the cost of maintenance gas?156

A. No.  The reclassification between top and base gas that was done in the mid-1990’s was 157

the result of an analysis of top/base ratios performed by an independent storage reservoir 158

consultant.  The study was the first comprehensive study performed in several years by 159

an external third party that was completed after the full development of the storage fields, 160

achieved in the late 1970’s / early 1980’s.  While the fields were being developed, Nicor 161

Gas allocated the initial injections between top and base gas based upon engineering 162

estimates at the time.  The study performed in the mid-1990’s that resulted in the 163

reclassification between top and base gas re-evaluated the initial allocations based upon 164

current operating performance.  The study resulted in a book entry, simply reclassifying 165

volumes and dollars on the utility’s general ledger.  Irrespective of whether the volumes 166

were classified as top or base, the utility’s investment was recovered through base rates.  167

This has nothing to do with the 2% withdrawal factor.168

Q. Was that study the result of, or did it contribute to, an injection of maintenance gas?169

A. No.  Again, the study simply resulted in a reclassification of volumes and dollars on the 170

utility’s records.  Nicor Gas had been consistently maintaining the performance of its 171

storage fields through the application of the 2% withdrawal factor.172
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Q. Mr. Knepler references The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company’s (“Peoples”) 173

2001 PGA reconciliation, ICC Docket No. 01-0707, Order (Mar. 28, 2006), 174

indicating that a 2% adjustment factor was addressed by Staff and resulted in 175

Peoples accepting Staff’s proposed disallowance.  (Knepler Dir. Reopen., Staff 176

Ex. 4.0, 9:163-10:175).  Does Peoples’ acceptance of Staff’s proposed disallowance 177

mean that there should be a disallowance in the instant Docket?178

A. No.  Even if another utility accepted such a disallowance in another Docket, that does not 179

mean it has merit here.180

Q. Were the circumstances in that Peoples Docket the same as those of Nicor Gas?181

A. No. Staff’s testimony in that Docket indicates facts that are not the same as those of 182

Nicor Gas.  According to the public versions of the testimony of Staff witness Dennis L. 183

Anderson in that Docket, Peoples Gas historically, until 1999, had classified maintenance 184

gas as a combination of recoverable and non-recoverable base gas, the costs of which 185

were recovered through base rates.  (E.g., Docket No. 01-0707, Anderson Dir., Staff 186

Ex. 2.00 Public, 51:1054-60).  According to Mr. Anderson’s testimony in that Docket, in 187

1999, Peoples Gas started to account for maintenance gas as “lost and unaccounted for”188

gas and started to flow the cost of the gas through its PGA Rider.  (Id. at 47:975-81).  189

In contrast, to my knowledge, before filing the compliance tariffs resulting from 190

its 2004 rate case, Nicor Gas did not historically recover the cost of maintenance gas 191

through base rates.192
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In addition, Mr. Anderson’s testimony in the Peoples Gas 2001 PGA Docket 193

questioned the basis of Peoples’ 2% factor.  (Docket No. 01-0707, Anderson Add’l. Dir., 194

Staff Ex. 6.00 Public, 50:1012-51:1020).195

In contrast, Nicor Gas’ consistent use of the 2% withdrawal factor in managing 196

storage is supported by history and was consistently part of the underlying calculation of 197

PGA costs approved by the Commission through their regulatory reviews since the 198

1960’s.199

Q. Has Nicor Gas, whether in base rates or any other rider besides Rider 6, recovered 200

the cost of maintenance gas that Mr. Knepler is proposing to disallow?201

A. No.  As I have discussed, from the 1960’s through the compliance tariffs filed as a result 202

of Nicor Gas’ 2004 rate case, Nicor Gas included the costs that are reflected in the 2% 203

withdrawal factor in its calculation of cost of gas to be recovered through Rider 6.  204

During that period, Nicor Gas did not recover those costs through its base rates or any 205

tariff other than Rider 6.206

Q. If Nicor Gas had originally capitalized the cost of maintenance gas at issue as 207

cushion gas (whether recoverable, nonrecoverable, or a combination) and sought 208

recovery through base rates, would the net result have been the same or different to 209

customers?210

A. The result would have been the same or very similar.  While the timing of the recovery 211

would have been different, and the recovery could have varied somewhat in either 212

direction due to whether the fixed amounts included in the calculation of revenue 213

requirements varied from the amounts that would have been recovered with the periodic 214
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updating and reconciliation provided for in Rider 6, Nicor Gas would have by now 215

largely recovered its original investment (assuming no regulatory lag, i.e., periodic rate 216

cases that accurately reflected the cost of service).217

Q. If in an earlier rate case Order or other Commission order, such as the Order in 218

Nicor Gas’ 1995 rate case, the Commission had determined that Nicor Gas’ cost of 219

maintenance gas should be recovered through base rates instead of Rider 6, then 220

would Nicor Gas have had sought to revise its base rates accordingly, to avoid a 221

failure to recover this cost?222

A. Yes.  If, at any earlier point, the Commission had determined that Nicor Gas’ cost of 223

maintenance gas should be recovered through base rates instead of Rider 6, then, similar 224

to what actually happened in its 2004 rate case, Nicor Gas would have had the 225

opportunity to revise its base rates accordingly, either in a revenue neutral rate design or 226

in a rate case.  In that scenario, Nicor Gas would not have been denied recovery of those 227

undeniable costs, again with the qualification that base rates would reflect a revenue 228

requirement that included a fixed amount for these costs rather than an amount set and 229

trued up on a periodic basis as under Rider 6.230

Q. Does Mr. Knepler’s testimony propose any mechanism for recovery of the cost of 231

maintenance gas that he proposes to disallow?232

A. No.  He proposes to permanently deny recovery of this cost even though it was incurred 233

to maintain the operational integrity of Nicor Gas’ storage fields, and without questioning 234

its prudence or reasonableness from an operational perspective or as a cost.235
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Q. Do the calculations of Mr. Zuraski and Ms. Everson on this subject include any 236

mechanism for recovery of the cost of maintenance gas that Mr. Knepler proposes 237

to disallow?238

A. No.239

Q. Is Mr. Knepler’s proposal appropriate?240

A. No, Mr. Knepler’s proposal is unreasonable and unfair.  Mr. Knepler’s proposal seeks to 241

reach back in time to exclude the cost of maintenance gas from recovery under Rider 6, 242

while not factoring in the offsetting recovery that would and should have occurred under 243

base rates if these prudent and reasonable costs were excluded from Rider 6, as noted 244

above.  Thus, Mr. Knepler’s proposal seeks to make a retroactive change that the 245

Commission did not order in the Nicor 2004 Order, without reflecting the necessary 246

offset.  That is unreasonable and unfair.247

As I understand his testimony, Mr. Knepler himself indicates that the cost of 248

maintenance gas should be recovered through base rates.  (See Knepler Dir. Reopen., 249

Staff Ex. 4.0, 7:121-9:153).250

I indicated earlier that the issue of whether the cost of maintenance gas was 251

properly recoverable through Rider 6 was contested in Nicor Gas’ 2004 rate case.  Staff 252

contended that it was not.  Nicor Gas disagreed.  As I indicated earlier, the Commission 253

agreed with Staff’s contention, but it also directed, as Staff there had proposed, that the 254

revenue requirement include a fixed amount for this cost allowing the utility to recover 255

the cost in its base rates.  Even if Staff is right that the cost of maintenance gas may not 256

be recovered through the rider, as Mr. Knepler again contends at some length here (see257
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Knepler Dir. Reopen., Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:80-10:175), there is no reasonable and fair 258

connection between that contention and the one-sided denial of cost recovery that he 259

seeks.260

B. The Audit Proposal261

Q. Mr. Knepler recommends that Nicor Gas perform an annual internal audit of its gas 262

purchasing, storage injection, and withdrawal activities.  (Knepler Dir. Reopen, 263

Staff Ex. 4.0, 13:246-56).  Does Nicor Gas currently perform internal audits of its 264

natural gas activities?265

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas performs various audits of its natural gas activities.  As an example, on 266

an annual basis the utility performs a purchase gas adjustment (“PGA”) audit.  The 267

objectives of such audit include:268

 The recovery of natural gas costs is consistent with ICC regulations;269

 The uniform PGA is accurately calculated and properly supported;270

 Storage withdrawals/injections are properly supported;271

 Firm and spot purchase volumes are confirmed and billed appropriately; and272

 Costs were recorded appropriately.273

In addition to the annual PGA audit, Nicor Gas periodically performs audits of its 274

transportation capacity release transactions, natural gas supply hedging practices, daily 275

price/index reporting, hub transactions, and company use.276

Q. Does Nicor Gas believe any additional audits are necessary with respect to its 277

natural gas activities?278
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A. No.  As noted above, Nicor Gas performs a number of audits related to its natural gas 279

activities.  Such audits are a component of Nicor Gas’ annual risk-based audit plan that is 280

developed through a consistent methodology.  Nicor Gas annually provides Staff with a 281

listing of internal audit reports issued.  To my knowledge, Staff has not commented on 282

the audits completed.283

C. The “Carrying Costs” Proposal284

Q. Mr. Zuraski contends that Nicor Gas improperly included in the PGA certain285

carrying costs associated with a natural gas storage arrangement.  (Zuraski Dir. 286

Reopen., Staff Ex. 1.0, 42:837-44:880).  Does Nicor Gas agree with Mr. Zuraski’s 287

proposed exclusion from the PGA of such costs?288

A. No.  Mr. Zuraski’s assessment of the storage arrangement is incorrect.  Subsequent to the 289

release of the Lassar Report, Nicor Gas determined that the costs in question could not 290

properly be characterized as product financing under applicable accounting rules, and 291

accordingly an adjustment to remove the costs from the PGA was not appropriate.292

D. Cost of Gas Comparison293

Q. How did Nicor Gas’ gas supply costs compare to other Illinois utilities during 1998-294

2002?295

A. Nicor Gas was the lowest or among the lowest cost providers of natural gas in Illinois296

during 1998-2002.  For illustrative purposes, I have prepared Nicor Gas Ex. 3.1 to show 297

the cost of natural gas to residential customers for the six largest natural gas utilities in 298

Illinois for the period 1998 through 2002—a period that includes the more traditional 299
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regulation of gas costs, pursuant to the Commission’s prudence reviews under the PGA 300

reconciliation proceedings, as well as Nicor Gas’ operations under the GCPP.301

Q. Please describe Nicor Gas Ex. 3.1.302

A. Nicor Gas Ex.3.1 shows by year for the period 1998 through 2002 the cost of natural gas 303

by Illinois utility.  To calculate the costs, I have used a consistent annual amount of gas, 304

1,300 therms, distributed by month based on the number of normal degree days in Nicor 305

Gas’ service territory representative of the periods presented.  This removes the influence 306

that weather variations would have on the cost of gas as well as eliminating the weather 307

differences that exist between the utilities’ service territories. The result is a consistent 308

methodology that reflects only the change in the cost of gas for each utility.  Nicor Gas 309

Ex. 3.1 shows that Nicor Gas had the lowest cost of natural gas in four of the five years 310

from 1998 – 2002.311

IV. CONCLUSION312

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony on reopening?313

A. Yes.314
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